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Letter to the Editor
Nature or nurture in ideas of reference?

Interplay between intrinsic cognition and
extrinsic environment in times of crisis
Nature or nurture? This is an old debate which re-surfaces in current
neuroscience and especially in psychiatry as we gain more and more
understanding of the interplay between biological-psychological and
social factors. This leaves open the exact nature of their interaction,
though. Howdo intrinsic psychological and extrinsic social factors inter-
act? The study by Wong et al. (2021) sheds a novel light on this issue;
this is especially pressing in psychiatry as we are confronted with com-
plex scenarios of social, psychological, neuronal, and genetic factors.

Wong et al. (2021) explore the interplay of intrinsic and extrinsic
psychological factors in ideas of reference (IOR). They investigate the
occurrence of IOR in relation to intrinsic factors like thought as opera-
tionalized by rumination as well as in the context of extrinsic life events
like COVID pandemic and social unrest. Corresponding to their aim of
investigating the interplay between intrinsic cognition and extrinsic en-
vironment, they distinguish two forms of IOR: attenuated IOR are those
that occur within several members of a group (IOR-A) while IOR expe-
rienced solely by a single subject are designated as IOR-E.

Obtaining subjective ratings on visual analogue scales in a large sam-
ple (> 9000 subjects) showed that rumination as related to the events,
Fig. 1. Psychological continuum of self and non-self mediated by a neuronal continuum of trans
extrinsic environment/world and intrinsic features of the brain in ideas of reference (IOR). The b
a neuronal continuum of transmodal-slow and unimodal-fast neural activity. Following the res
brain/cognition (rumination) and extrinsic world (traumatic events, culture).
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i.e., event-based rumination, is a significant predictor of both IOR-A and
IOR-E. Hence, thought dynamics like rumination with circulating
thoughts contributes to IOR in general. Such shared cognitive basis of
the two types of IOR is accompanied by contextual differences (Fig. 1).
IOR-A are well predicted by extrinsic life events including being
attacked, sexual violence and being arrested. In contrast, IOR-E was
not predicted by these extrinsic life events but by the subjects' educa-
tion level. Finally, applying a mediation model, they show that event-
based rumination mediates between traumatic life events and severity
of IOR.

What is the take homemessage of the paper byWong et al. (2021)?
Themainmessage: there is an intricate interplay between intrinsic cog-
nition and extrinsic environmental events. The authors' distinction of
two types of IOR, IOR-A and IOR-R, that is,more social andmore individ-
ual IOR, reflects that psychopathological symptoms like IOR operate on
a continuum of intrinsic cognition and extrinsic environment. Rather
than being two categorically distinct IOR, IOR-A and IOR-E reflect dis-
tinct degrees on a continuum of different possible balances of intrinsic
cognitive and extrinsic environmental factors. Current research has
parsed out quite well the surface, namely the intrinsic cognitive and ex-
trinsic environmental and social factors by themselves in isolation. In
contrast, we have less understanding of their deeper underlying contin-
uum, a “biopsychosocial or neuro-ecological continuum” if onewants to
say so (Northoff, 2018). The study by Wong et al. (2021) steps into the
gap, the deeper realm of our self within the world.
modal-slow – unimodal-fast activity. Caption: The figure illustrates the interplay between
rain displays a psychological continuumwith gradients of self and non-self asmediated by
ults byWong et al. (2021), ideas of reference result from the interaction between intrinsic
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How can we describe such biopsychosocial or neuro-ecological con-
tinuum inmore detail? I give two examples, the self as basis of our cog-
nitive life (Northoff, 2016) and the brain's most basic spatiotemporal
characterization (Northoff et al., 2020a, 2020b). We usually consider
the self as distinct entity that is separate and categorically different
from non-self. However, that is put into doubt by the often observed
continuum of self- and non-self-referential processing on both psycho-
logical and neuronal grounds (Qin et al., 2020; Kolvoort et al., 2020).
Different subjects show different degrees in the balance of self- and
non-self-referential processing on psychological grounds, i.e., stronger
or weaker self-bias in perception and cognition (Kolvoort et al., 2020).
While such self-non-self psychological balance is mediated by the neu-
ronal continuum of slower and faster frequencies: if the brain shows
stronger power in slower frequencies relative to those in faster ones,
the psychological self-non-self continuum is shifted more towards the
self (Kolvoort et al., 2020; Huang et al., 2016; Wolff et al., 2019). If, in
contrast, the brain's power spectrum is shifted more towards the faster
frequencies (relative to the slower ones), the psychological self-non-self
continuum shifts more towards the end of the non-self.

The same holds, analogously on the spatial side of the brain. Shift of
neural activity towards the unimodal sensory networks, i.e., the periph-
ery of the brain's cortex, goes along with higher degrees of non-self-
referential processing (Huang et al., 2016; Scalabrini et al., 2019). If
shifted more towards the trans-modal default-mode network (DMN),
self-referential processing dominates over non-self-referential process-
ing (Scalabrini et al., 2019). Together, the deeper layers of our psyche
and its brain can be characterized by a psychological self-non-self con-
tinuum and its basis in a neuronal continuum with the latter operating
between the extremes of slow transmodal DMN at the one end and
faster unimodal sensory cortical processing at the other end.

Why are the these two, the psychological and neuronal continuum
of self-non-self and slow DMN – fast sensory neural activity, relevant
in the present context? The data on IOR described in the present study
clearly illustrate that a psychopathological phenomenon like IOR stands
right in-between extrinsic environmental and intrinsic psychological
factors. Even the two types of IOR reflect by themselves distinct degrees
of intrinsic-extrinsic balances. If the intrinsic factors on the psychologi-
cal and neuronal continuum predominate over the extrinsic ones
(which can still be triggering, though), one may rather experience
IOR-E as restricted to the subject itself. Psychologically, one would
then assume a higher degree of self-specificity of IOR and stronger
slower frequencies in DMN in these IOR-E subjects (compared to non-
IOR-E subjects). If, contrast, the extrinsic life events predominate and
become abnormally strong as in times of crisis, one may be predisposed
to experience more likely IOR-A; the self is here extended to the social
context while we would expect the brain to show some abnormally
slow frequencies in sensory regions.

Finally, cultural differences need to be reckoned with. The own self
may be determined in either more independent of others,
i.e., independent self, as in the western world. Or, alternatively, the
self may be defined in more inter-dependent way, that is, in relation
to others and the social context, as it ismore prevalent in the far eastern
world including Hong Kong where the present study was done
(Scalabrini et al., 2020). Depending how one defines one's self, one
may then be prone to either more IOR-E, as in the case of an indepen-
dent self, or to IOR-A which I suppose to occur in a more inter-
dependently defined self. That may, for instance, be especially relevant
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in the times of the current pandemic crisis as another recent paper on
the interplay of COVID, brain, self, and culture shows (Scalabrini et al.,
2020). Accordingly, we can see an intrinsic-extrinsic continuum not
only on neuronal and psychological levels but even on the cultural
level. The excellent study by Wong et al. (2021) impressively demon-
strates the high relevance of such intrinsic-extrinsic continuum for our
self and its extreme psychopathological manifestations like IOR and, if
extended further, to other forms of psychopathology like psychosis/
schizophrenia (Northoff et al., 2020c).

I thank the editor for the invitation of this commentary and the au-
thors for this excellent paper.
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